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VI. Futher Task and Conlusion
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Further TaskWe have seen several aspets of exeptionality of !:� in relations among extensions of BT2;� in �onventional� ordinal analysis;� and in the robustness of prediativity.� (All are onsequenes of re�etion-freeness.)However, re�etion depends on �ontroversial� axiom:� in SOST, either Regularity or GW seems neessary;� in HONT and HOST, it heavily depends on GW;� Naturally asked: Can we depend on suh axioms?We an, to some extent, avoid suh �ontroversies� by:equionsisteny (or proof-theoreti equivalene)b/w the systems with and without these axioms. � p.27/28
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Summary
We have seen several impats of re�etion:� differentiates relations among extensions of BT2;� espeially, makes ID1 and ID1 be equivalent;� makes �onventional� ordinal analysis meaningless;� seems to destroy the robustness of prediativity(AP, AP of AP, AP of AP of AP, ... are not equivalent).

Thank you for your attention!
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